A comparative analysis between human, mouse, and rabbit immunoglobulin (Ig) kappa-gene DNA sequences is presented. New formulas for determining the expected length and variance of the longest block identity (a succession of matching nucleotides) between multiple random sequences are given and are used to establish statistical criteria for ascertaining the significance of block identities shared in r out of s sequences.
Introduction
In this paper we determine the statistically significant (as defined in section 2 below) repeated oligonucleotides within and between the human, mouse, and rabbit Ig-kappa gene covering the J-C domains and flanks. Discussion and interpretations of the form and distribution of the several longest shared oligonucleotides (henceforth also referred to as "block identities" or "blocks") are ventured.
In section 2 we present formulas (theorem I) and methods to assess the statistical significance of block identities within and between sequences. Although statistical significance does not prove biological function, it is useful to determine when an observed block identity is sufficiently longer than that which could be expected solely on the basis of chance. The statistically significant shared oligonucleotides, especially those occurring in all three species (i.e., that are triply shared) in similar locations, may be attractive candidates for experimental manipulations. The concept that significant block identities are conserved because of important biological function is strengthened when a substantial part of this identity persists for many species comparisons. The Ig-kappa region encompassing the J and C gene segments of the human (5,062 bp), mouse (5,495 bp), and rabbit (5,235 bp) species (see figure 1 footnote for the organization of the sequences and section 3 below for source references of the data) contains a multitude of related structures, as revealed by heteroduplex analysis and by direct sequence comparisons (e.g., Max et al. 1979; Sakano et al. 1979; Hieter et al. 1980 Hieter et al. , 1982 Heidmann and Rougeon 1983) . These sequences entail 5 J gene segments, each consisting of 13 codons that are separated by spacings of -300 bp. The intervening JS-to-C regions range from 2.2 to 3 kbp. The constant (C-) domain carries identical numbers of codons in the human and mouse (106) but has two fewer codons in the rabbit. These congruences suggest a common ancestral kappa-gene complex for these three species.
There are four functional J gene segments in the mouse (53 is inactive), whereas all five human J segments are expressed (Max et al. 1979; Sakano et al. 1979; Hieter et al. 1980) . Emorine et al. (1983~) surveyed the amino acid products from the rabbit kappa-gene b4 allotype and observed representation only from 52. The human and mouse J gene segments show strong similarities with one another, as pointed out by Max et al. (1979) , Sakano et al. (1979), and Hieter et al. (1980) . Moreover, the "consensus" nonamer GGTTTTTGT and heptamer CACTGTG separated by a 23 + 2-bp spacer are promulgated by Max et al. (1980) , Early et al. (1980), and Hieter et al. (1982) as V/J recombination control sites. The importance of these oligonucleotides is enhanced by the existence of their approximate inverted-complementary segments proximal to the V-domains on the 3' side.
Theoretical Results and Statistical Significance Criteria
A means of distinguishing between nonrandom sequence patterns and chance configurations is important in DNA-and protein-sequence comparisons. We use a "random" model appropriate to the data as a standard in order to ascertain the distributional properties of the maximal block identity length. Any observed block identity of length sufficiently in excess of the theoretically expected length calculated from the random model is regarded as highly unlikely to have occurred by chance and is therefore designated statistically significant. This concept is made precise in the discussion of theorem I below.
Consider an alphabet of m letters-that is I,, 12, . . . , I,,, (e.g., m = 4 for DNA sequences; m = 20 for the standard amino acid alphabet). A word (e.g., oligonucleotide of DNA) of length k is a set of k consecutive letters of the sequence. The following independence random model often serves well as a standard by which to assess significance. For this purpose, we generate s sequences (s = 3 in the data set of this paper) of lengths N1 , N2, . . . , N,, respectively, where the successive letters of the u-th sequence are sampled independently and have letter li occurring with probability Pf"'. (In the case of DNA, the PC') are usually specified as the actual A, T, C, and G frequencies in the nascent sequences.) A more elaborate model that allows for first-order neighbor dependencies is constructed as follows. In the v-th sequence, let Pf' be the conditional probability of sampling letter 4 following letter Zi. The generation of successive letters of the v-th sequence is now governed by the transition probability matrix llP:'ll. (In the case of DNA, Pi;' would correspond to the dinucleotide frequencies.) We refer to this sequence model as the first-order Markov dependent random model. Other versions would allow for long-range neighbor dependencies (see Karlin and Ost 1985) .
For a given random model, let K,, be the length of the longest common word present in at least r of the s sequences.
Theorem I: The expected K,, (K&) when N, -cc has precise order growth [log n(N1, N2, . . . , N,) + log X (1 -h) + 0.577]/(-log h), where n(Nr , N2, . . . , N,) = C l-l:= 1 Ni,, this sum extending over all r-tuples of index integers from 1, 2, . . . ) s. The h parameter is a characteristic value depending on the random model used. For the independence model, we have h = max (XE"=, I-IF= P@') J1 I -
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For the corresponding Markov dependent model concentrating on triply shared identity blocks, the characteristic value h is the largest eigenvalue of the matrix IjP~~'P~~'P~~'I I. The expected length of the longest word repeated at least r times in a single sequence of length N is [r log N + log X (1 -h) -log r! + 0.577]/(-log h). The asymptotic SD in all cases is 1.283/11og hi, independent of the sequence lengths. For all random models, an excellent approximation of the probability for the maximal block identity length is P(K,, G x + log n(N, , . . . , N,)/-log A) = eMchx
where the constant c depends on the parameters of the random model. In the case of the independence model, we have c = h( 1 -h). The probability of observing a large value of I& (a long identity block occurring in r of the s sequences) using the random model is calculated by (1). Note that the distribution of (1) decreases much faster in the tails than does a normal distribution.
We propose the stringent criterion that a block identity be designated statistically significant relative to the corresponding random-sequence model if its length exceeds the expected length of the longest common block identity of the random model by at least 2 SD. In the scope of formula (I), a statistically significant block identity has P < 0.01 of occurring in the corresponding random model. The comparison with random sequences helps to discern regions of long "nonrandom" block identities that may be maintained due to functional analogy or may exist as possible evolutionary remnants (homology).
Statistical Significance Levels
In this paper, statistical significance of oligonucleotide repetition is assessed relative to the independence model of theorem I, which is based on the same alphabet frequencies as the original sequences. The significance levels comparing the human, mouse, and rabbit Ig-kappa-gene sequences in terms of Theorem I are as follows: calculated from the corresponding independence model, the expected bp length of the longest triply shared block identity is 8.72, with a corresponding SD of 0.48. In this context, a triply shared oligonucleotide 210 bp occurs by chance with probability P I 0.01. A triply shared block identity 2 11 bp has P I 0.000 1. Similarly, the expected bp length of the longest oligonucleotide between any two of the three sequences is 12.17, and the SD is 0.95. Block identities of 14 bp, 15 bp, and 218 bp in two of the three sequences are statistically significant, with probabilities P I 0.01, P I 0.001, and P I 0.00001, respectively. Similarly, any repeat of 2 14 bp occurs by chance with probability P < 0.0 1, and a repeat 2 15 bp has P I 0.001.
Notation and Data Sources
For locating a specific oligonucleotide, we employ the following notation: " 130 5' to J 1" indicates that the start of the specified oligonucleotide is 130 bp upstream from J 1; "77 3' to 54" signifies that the given oligonucleotides starts at bp 77 after 54. (Note that the nucleotide immediately 5' to Jl is 1 bp upstream from Jl and the nucleotide immediately 3' to 54 is at bp 1 after 54). The designation " 16 5' in 53" specifies that the start of the designated oligonucleotide coincides with the 16th bp of 53.
The human-sequence data was obtained from P. Hieter (personal communication), and parts of this sequence are reported in Hieter et al. (1980 Hieter et al. ( , 1982 . Some corrections in the J5-C intron were communicated to us by E. Max. The mousesequence data were obtained from the Genbank data base. Some corrections were made to the mouse J5-C intron following Durdik et al. (1984) . The rabbit-sequence data was obtained from E. Max (personal communication) and was later reported in Emorine and Max (1983) (see also Emorine et al. 1983b) , who published the 4,854 bp from position 339 to position 5,192 inclusive of the sequence analyzed in this paper.
In the human sequence, there are 35 undetermined nucleotides-all occurring in the J5-C intron-that are distributed as follows: a stretch of 13 consecutive bp starting at position 258 3' to J5; a stretch of 20 consecutive bp starting at 8 13 3' to J5; and two isolated nucleotides at positions 461 and 892 3' to J5. In the mouse, 22 nucleotides were undetermined. These consist of a stretch of six consecutive bp starting at 967 3' to J5; two dinucleotides, one at 1,066 3' to J5 and the other at 5 10 3' to C; one trinucleotide at 2,301 3' to J5, and nine isolated nucleotides at positions 543, 551, 822, 875, 880, 952, 1041, and 1046 3' to J5 and 285 3' to C. The rabbit sequence contains 10 undetermined nucleotides: one trinucleotide starting at position 469 5' to J 1; three dinucleotides at positions 56, 187, and 197 3' to C; and a single nucleotide at 138 3' to C.
Concepts of Block Identity Alignments in Relation to Statistically Significant Shared Oligonucleotides
All significant oligonucleotide repeats within each Ig-kappa-gene sequence are recorded in table 1. Table 2 and figures 1 through 4 highlight all statistically significant block identities involving at least two of the three sequences. The following notion of alignment between block identities is used: an oligonucleotide appearing in at least two of the three sequences is said to be in alignment with a statistically significant block identity if the distances (number of nucleotides) within each sequence between the two block identities are almost equal (i.e., differ by 15 bp). When the spacing between two block identities is equal, the intervening nucleotides correspond to some mismatches and usually contain moderate or short block identities. If the spacing is different, then one sequence has at least one insertion or deletion with respect to the other. For example, the two significant triply shared block identities 3' to C ( fig. 1 and table 2 , part V) are in alignment, since the gaps between them are 30 bp, 29 bp, and 28 bp in the human, mouse, and rabbit sequences, respectively. A triply shared oligonucleotide is said to be in alignment relative to special positions (e.g., coordinates that define the J and C coding regions) if the bp distances to the specific position are approximately equal. The concept of approximately equal is treated more flexibly in judging alignments relative to gene markers. For example, the 1 0-bp block identity located 4 1, 4 1, and 39 5' to 52 in the human, mouse, and rabbit sequences, respectively (table 2, part IV), is clearly in alignment with 52. The significant 1 I-bp oligonucleotide positioned 130, 127, and 114 5' to J 1 in the human, mouse, and rabbit sequences, respectively (table 2, part III), can be considered in approximate alignment relative to Jl.
Although neither a triply shared 9-bp oligonucleotide nor 1 I-13-bp block identities between any two of the sequences are themselves statistically significant relative to the corresponding random independence model, the delineation of all such moderate-length block identities that are in close alignment with the large 
AAACGTAAGTAG (triple repeat) TGGAAATAAAAC (triple repeat)
AAACGTAAGTA (four repeats) .
GGTTTTTGTA (triple repeat)
.
III. Rabbit ATATAATATAATATAATA
. .
AATTAATTAAAT (triple repeat)
. . . . . . statistically significant block identities extends the matching regions and aids in the interpretations of other results. Among the three sequences there exist 17 pairwise distinct (i.e., not totally embeddable in longer blocks) block identities of length 13 bp, 20 of length 12 bp, 55 of length 11 bp, and 109 of length 10 bp. Only approximately one third of these block identities are in close alignment with the statistically significant blocks; the rest exhibit no special alignment and thus appear to be a result of chance fluctuations. Moreover, there exist 28 distinct triply shared 9-bp oligonucleotides, but only six of these are in approximate alignment with the coding domains or some statistically significant block identity. However, all statistically significant block identities over the three sequences are markedly aligned relative to the coordinates that define the J and C coding regions. A clustered-similarity-search program that identifies a succession of short (5-8 bp-long) close identity blocks in almost perfect alignment (i.e., allowing for no more than two mismatches, insertions, or deletions between blocks) was implemented. All clustered similarities of this kind revealed by comparisons of the human, mouse, and rabbit Ig-kappa-gene sequences were already in alignment with some statistically significant block identity.
In addition to all statistically significant block identities, table 2 records also those triply shared 9-bp oligonucleotides that are in alignment as previously defined. Table 3 highlights all triply shared 8-bp distinct (i.e., not part of a longer block) block identities occurring at least seven times in the aggregate three sequences. Each J is 39 bp long, except for 52 in the rabbit, which has 42 bp. The human and mouse C regions are composed of 321 bp each (including the termination codon), whereas the rabbit C domain is 315 bp long. The numbers on the figure refer to the length of the indicated block identity, and 8 = "TTCAGAAAT," and 8 * = "TTCAGAAA," its initial 8-mer.
It is the collection of statistically significant block identities and shorter block identities in alignment with these that we propose as defining a meaningful correspondence between the sequences. We do not give a global identity score but rather emphasize the aggregate of significant block identities and their spacings.
Results and Possible Interpretations
Significant Oligonucleotide Repeats: Similarities and Contrasts (Table 1) The long statistically significant direct repeats in the human and mouse sequences are principally localized in the J gene segments, for the most part enclosing the splice junction, whereas neither of the significant repeats in the rabbit sequence intersects the J segments. The relative diversification across the rabbitsequence J segments pervades both DNA and amino acid similarity.
The statistically significant repeats or multiple (e.g., triple) repeats in the human sequence relate all the J segments. These direct repeats are remarkably aligned, extending over the 3' end (the splice junction) but persistently omitting the 5' end. It is interesting that significant repeats relate the 3' half of all the J regions of the mouse sequence, including 53. This supports the hypothesis, put forth by Hieter et al. (1982) , that inactivation of 53 is a relatively recent phenomenon.
There is a significant 16-bp oligonucleotide repeat located 47 5' to 34 and 46 5' to J5 in the mouse sequence. This starts 6 bp upstream from the usual position of the "consensus" nonamer. Hieter et al. (1982) and Heidmann and Rougeon (1983) suggest that a relatively recent duplication gave rise to similar intervening sequences between 53 and 54 and between 54 and J5 in the mouse sequence. However, apart from the 16-bp repeat noted above, the degree of similarity elsewhere in these inter-J regions is relatively weak.
In the rabbit we note that the pentamer ATATA is tandemly repeated five times 5' to Jl and that the dinucleotide GA is tandemly repeated seven times, embedded in a polypurine run of 28 bp located approximately midway between Jl and 52. All the significant direct repeats in the rabbit (including two of length 13 bp not shown in table 1) are relatively close to each other (the intervening distance being ~75 bp). Moreover, each of these repeats comprises clusters of shorter repeats that appear either as tandem arrays or are separated by a few nucleotides. This is consonant with the presence of many short sequence duplications in the rabbit, such duplications being pronounced in the J5 to C intervening region, in the segment 190-230 5' to J 1, and in a stretch of 60 nucleotides 3' to C (cf. Karlin and Ghandour 1985). (Table 2 and Figs. l-4) All significant block identities markedly line up with respect to the coordinates of the J and C coding domains. These identities are divided into six groups,
Significant Block Identities between Species
Table 3 High-Frequency Distinct 8-bp-Long Oligonucleotides Present in All of Three Species' Ig-K-Gene Sequences
SPECIES
SEQUENCE
Human
Mouse Rabbit TCACTGTG (7) .
GGGACCAA (7) TTCAGAAA (7) GTTTTTGT (11) AAACGTAA ( 11) 95'toJ,,J3,54
. consisting of those (I) relating the J gene segments; (II) in the C-domain; (III) 5' to Jl; (IV) in inter-J regions; (V) 3' to C; and (VI) those in the J5 to C intron. (Group VI oligonucleotide identities are analyzed in the companion manuscript [Karlin and Ghandour 19851.)
Statistically Significant Block Identities across the J Segments (table 2, part I, andJigs. 3 and 4)
Examination of table 2, part I, reveals an abundance of statistically significant block identities, most notably featuring, in the central portion of the J segments, 52 and 53 of the human sequence, J 1, 52, and J5 of the mouse sequence, and J5 exclusively of the rabbit sequence. The similarity among the J segments with respect to the 3' end and over the splice junction relates all human J gene segments with all mouse J (excluding J3), highlighting again J5 and, to a lesser extent, Jl of the rabbit sequence. In these comparisons, the longest significant triply shared oligonucleotide (14 bp long) across the J regions is perfectly aligned, associating 52 and 53 of the human sequence with J 1 of the mouse sequence and J5 of the rabbit sequence. This oligonucleotide is embedded in a formidable 28-bp block identity relating 52 of the human sequence and J5 of the rabbit sequence.
The significant repeated oligonucleotides common to at least two of the three sequences pertain to Jl, 52, 53, and 54 (but not J5, which is possibly human host specific) in the human sequence; to Jl, 52, 54, and J5 in the mouse sequence and to all Js in the rabbit sequence, with the dominant representative in the rabbit sequence being J5. In contrast to DNA oligonucleotide identities, the significant amino acid-sequence block identities emphasize Jl rather than J5 of the rabbit sequence (data not shown). The 9-bp oligonucleotide AAACGTAAG occurs nine times in the three Ig sequences at the same relative position, that is, precisely at 34 5' in 52, 53, 54, and J5 of the human sequence, at 34 5' in Jl, 52, 54, and J5 of the mouse sequence and at 34 5' in J5 of the rabbit sequence, testifying to the essential conservation of DNA on both sides of the splice junction.
The significant block identities among the J gene segments overlapping the 5' end (table 2, parts III and IV) refer exclusively to the human and mouse sequences. Except for J5 of the rabbit sequence, all two-species significant block identities covering some part of a J segment are either between the human and the mouse or between the human and the rabbit sequences but never between the mouse and rabbit sequences. Table 2 , part II reveals a triply shared statistically significant lo-bp oligonucleotide embedded in a 15-bp block identity between the human and mouse sequences. A second shared significant 15-bp oligonucleotide between the human and mouse sequences is in exact alignment with two additional human and mouse identity blocks of length 11 bp (data not shown). These combined identities show only three mismatches over a stretch of 41 bp (coordinates 172 to 2 12 5' in C). The existence of a 12-bp block identity between the human and rabbit sequences at position 198 5' in C enhances the importance of this segment. Assuming that those parts of the protein that are most important for biological structure and/or function are the most conserved, the regions 172-2 12 5' in C and from 294 5' in C to the 3' Cterminus stand out for special attention. An 1 I-bp oligonucleotide common to the human and mouse sequences and extending over the 3' end contains the terminal cysteine codon familiar as the position of disulfide bonding between the light and heavy chains. There is one triply shared 9-bp identity (see table 2, part II) located near the 5' terminus of C at 24 5' in C of the human sequence, at 24 5' in C of the mouse sequence, and at 27 5' in C of the rabbit sequence. Note the shift of three bp in the rabbit sequence. (The variability among rabbit kappa-gene allotypes is generally associated with the N-terminus; cf. Heidmann and Rougeon [ 19831.) In forming a maximal amino acid matching of the constant domains, we arrive at the hypothesis postulating one insertion and three deletions for the rabbit C-domain relative to those of the human and mouse, with the changes assigned as follows. The consecutive pair of amino acids (proline and valine) at the third and fourth residue in the rabbit sequence replace alanine, the third residue in both the human and mouse sequences. Proposed positions for deletions in the rabbit sequence are histidine at residue 90 in the human and mouse sequences, proline at residue 96 in the human and mouse sequences, and one deletion between codon positions 34 and 37.
Similarities over the C-Domain
Sign&ant Block Identities in Noncoding Regions
The abundance and distinctive characteristics of the several statistically significant oligonucleotides common to the human, mouse, and rabbit Ig-kappa-gene sequences (figs. 1 and 2 and table 2, parts III-VI) that occur in the dividing and flanking regions of the J and C domains suggest the existence of multiple levels and forms of control sites.
The approximate constancy of a 300-bp spacing between all successive J domains is provocative. This length may be approximately "optimum" in providing adequate separation for incorporation of signals that are specific for each J coupled to common functional elements applicable to all J segments. It is generally recognized that Ig gene expression (entailing complex, highly ordered rearrangements of multiple domains, e.g., V, J, and C in the light chain) is probably subjected to a multiplicity of controls, both parallel and sequential. Keeping this in mind and attempting to embody in a coherent framework those multifarious significant identities extant between the J regions, we propose at least four classes of controls: ( I) The region -40 bp 5' to each J covering the vicinity of the triply shared consensus nonamer presumably acts in the capacity of a local control site involved with V-J recombination (cf. Max et al. 1979; Sakano et al. 1979; Early et al. 1980; Hieter et al. 1982; Tonegawa 1983) . (2) Approximately loo-150 5' to each J segment, there are representations of significant block identities that perhaps invite protein-DNA interactions and that may serve to single out the proximal J selection. These oligonucleotides could compete as target sites in discriminating a given J. The effectiveness of some one signal sequence over others may depend on cell developmental factors, host and tissue specificity, and other endogenous influences. (3) The canonical splice identities terminate each J of the general form GT(A/C)AGT and extensions thereof. (4) Approximately 70-90 bp 3' to a number of J segments there are long conserved oligonucleotides that may act as an additional control site that helps splicing activity and confirmation of J-segment selection.
We consider first the triply shared multiple repeats related to the canonical consensus nonamer and heptamer elements. The lo-bp oligonucleotide AGG-TTTTTGT, which occurs six times over the aggregate three sequences (see table 2 , part IV), subsumes the nonamer with almost precise alignment, ranging 40-42 bp 5' to the proximal J segment, except in the case of 54 in the rabbit sequence. The lo-bp statistically significant oligonucleotide AGTTTTTGTA (lacking a G of the standard nonamer) occurs in almost perfect alignment 39-41 bp upstream to the second J in all three sequences. On the basis of this fact, we suggest that the G-nucleotide deletion occurred in a gene ancestral to all three species.
Among the two-species significant block identities, the canonical nonamer extends to an impressive 1%bp block identity proximal to human 54 and rabbit J5. Along these lines, a shared 16-bp oligonucleotide in almost perfect alignment and containing the consensus nonamer relates human 53 and mouse 54. A 14-bp identity embracing the nonamer connects human 53 and rabbit 54; however, the alignment is discrepant by eight nucleotides. Whether a rigid distance between consensus nonamer and J segment is essential for gene expression is unclear, although some authors emphasize this requirement (Hieter et al. 1982; Emorine et al. 1983a) .
A statistically significant 14-bp oligonucleotide shared by the human and rabbit sequences and located 49 5' to Jl in the human sequence and 40 5' to J 1 in the rabbit sequence (and of quite divergent DNA composition from the usual consensus nonamer) is GGTGAGAAGGGTTT (table 2, part III). A highly significant 19-bp oligonucleotide (showing no real resemblance to the consensus nonamer) occurs at the same distance, 43 bp 5' to 53, in both the mouse and rabbit sequences. This identity supports the notion that the inactivation of 53 in the mouse sequence may not be due to its lack of an appropriate local recombination control site. (Whether 53 is active in the rabbit sequence is unknown. The splice junction in 53 of the rabbit sequence, as with that of 53 of the mouse sequence, is incorrect, that is, CT is substituted for GT.)
The degree of identity between the sequences suggests that much more of a consensus exists than that presented by the nonamer GGTTTTTGT alone. The advantages that accrue with this much larger similarity may allow more scope and flexibility for protein-DNA interactions and more discrimination power among J segments.
Unlike the consensus nonamer identity blocks, the consensus heptamer identity is not part of any significant triply shared identity segment. Nevertheless, the highly statistically significant 19-bp oligonucleotide that overlaps the 5' end of J 1 in the human and mouse sequences and has the heptamer CACTGTG at its core may portend an important regulatory role. Examination of table 2, part IV, also reveals significant 17-and 16-bp shared oligonucleotides (expansions on the canonical consensus heptamer) relating sections abutting 53 and 54 in the human sequence and 54 and J5 in the mouse sequence, respectively. Again, there appears to be more of a consensus than that presented by the heptamer alone. However, there are no statistically significant oligonucleotides that are shared by the rabbit with either the human or mouse sequences that also abut or enclose the 5' end of any J segment.
We direct attention to the highly significant 19-bp oligonucleotide identity located 77 3' to 54 in the mouse sequence and 7 1 3' to 53 in the rabbit sequence (see table 2, part IV). With the same alignment we discover a shared 12-bp oligonucleotide located 77 3' to Jl in the mouse sequence and 77 3' to Jl in the rabbit sequence. The 8-bp oligonucleotide TAAATGAG located 87 3' to J5 in the human sequence, 77 3' to 54 in the mouse sequence and 7 1 3' to Jl and 83 3' to J5 in the rabbit sequence, in conjunction with the 8-bp oligonucleotide TCTGAAAC in perfect alignment at 79 3' to Jl in both the mouse and rabbit sequences, enhance the matching of this region.
Another highly significant block identity approximately midway between the dividing J regions is the 16-bp oligonucleotide at 149 5' to 53 in the mouse sequence and at 113 5' to 53 in the rabbit sequence. Approximately 84-87 bp upstream from 53 and 54 in the human sequence, 54 in the mouse sequence, and 53 in the rabbit sequence, there exist two shared 13-bp oligonucleotides. In view of their alignment and length (exceeding the length expected by chance), we hypothesize that these block identities may be part of a more elaborate network of functional sites involved in V/J recombination events. These interpretations are supported by the presence of several additional shared aligned 13-, 12-, 1 1-, and multiple 9-bp oligonucleotides situated midway in several inter-J regions (data not shown).
The following identity is especially intriguing. The 9-bp oligonucleotide TTCA-GAAAT occurs five times, at the positions 105 5' to 52 in the human sequence, 111 5' to 52 in the mouse sequence, and 112 5' to 52 in the rabbit sequence (in alignment to the 52 gene segment) and at 9 17 3' to J5 in the human sequence and 1198 3' to J5 in the mouse sequence (8 in figure l), whereas at 96 1 3' to J5 in the rabbit (y in fig. I ), the initial eight bp of this oligonucleotide occur. The foregoing locations 3' to J5 demarcate the core of a second enhancer or control element (see the companion article, Karlin and Ghandour [ 19851, for details) , manifestly relating to the region -110 5' to 52 in all three species. This possibly portends a bias in favor of 52 gene expression. Parenthetically, in the rabbit sequence only the 52 amino acid product has been observed to date (Emorine et al. 1983a; Heidmann and Rougeon 1983) . Thus, this special nonamer effectively presents a distinctive target site 5' to 52 that is also embedded in the most statistically significant triply shared oligonucleotide of the J5-C intron.
The leading region, 5' to J 1, includes many unique (significant) DNA features. A highly statistically significant block identity upstream to Jl is the triply shared 11 -bp oligonucleotide located -115-l 30 5' to Jl. This conserved sequence may function as a major control site primary to all V/J recombination operations and not specific to any J. The potential importance of this triply shared 1 l-bp DNA element is enhanced, since it extends to a 17-bp block identity between the human and rabbit sequences and to a 13-bp block identity between the human and mouse sequences. This oligonucleotide is noticeably purine rich in its central core, which is flanked by pyrimidines. There is also an excess of strong-weak base alternations. Moreover, there are two large (i.e., having a stem length 2 11 bp) significant dyadsymmetry combinations that link this region with the major conserved region of the J5-C intron of the mouse sequence (see the companion article, Karlin and Ghandour 1985) .
Other possible signal regions 5' to Jl include an approximately aligned 13-bp oligonucleotide identity located 26 1 5' to Jl in the human sequence and 285 5' to J 1 in the rabbit sequence, and a 12-bp shared oligonucleotide appearing at 245 5' to Jl in the human sequence and 254 5' to Jl in the mouse sequence.
There are two highly significant triply shared block identities, one 11 bp and the other 10 bp, situated -120-140 and 160-180 3' to C, respectively. The triply shared IO-bp oligonucleotide (AATAAAGTGA) 3' to C starts with the familiar polyadenylation signal. There is almost exact coincidence in the distance between the two blocks along each sequence, this distance being 30, 29, and 28 bp in the human, mouse, and rabbit sequences, respectively. The unusual character of these triply shared block identities is further supported by their being embedded in 15 and 20-long-bp block identities shared by the human and rabbit sequences and occurring with an 1 1-bp oligonucleotide shared by the human and mouse sequences. The 9-bp triply shared block identity TCTTTGCAC at location 188 3' to C in the human sequence, 197 3' to C in the mouse sequence, and 170 3' to C in the rabbit sequence is in perfect alignment with the abutting triply shared IO-bp block identity. Juxtaposing these identities, we obtain in this region a stretch of 20 bp almost identical in all three sequences, with a single mismatch exactly in the middle of the mouse sequence.
General Discussion
The Ig J-C kappa-gene of human, the mouse, and the rabbit reveals a richness of intra-and interspecies block identities. The shared oligonucleotides are significant in length and also show close alignment with one another and/or relative to the J and C domains. The large internal repeats of the mouse sequence that connect Jl, 52, 54, and J5 and relate all five J domains of the human sequence show significant resemblance, whereas in contrast, the rabbit J segments appear considerably differentiated. The J5 of the rabbit sequence shows the greatest similarity to a number of the J segments in both the human and mouse sequences. With respect to the inter-J regions, again it is the block identities proximal to J5 of the rabbit sequence that show the strongest similarity to the corresponding regions of the human and mouse sequences.
The number of significant block identities shared by the human and mouse sequences and by the human and rabbit sequences is impressive; the longest shared oligonucleotides, 28 and 25 bp (the latter occurring in the Js-C intron; see Karlin and Ghandour [ 1985] ), are shared by the human and rabbit sequence. There are markedly fewer long block identities shared by the mouse and rabbit sequences. The reasons for this anomaly are unclear. If the most conserved DNA regions are the most important for biological function, then this singles out the 52 and 53 gene segments of the human sequence, all J regions of the mouse sequence except 53, and mainly J5 and (although to a lesser extent) J 1 of the rabbit sequence. The most significant amino acid similarity involves J 1 of the rabbit sequence.
The 52 (expressed) segment of the rabbit sequence has clearly different content than do the 52 segments of the other two sequence (Emorine et al. 1983a; Heidmann and Rougeon 1983) , and its efficacy may hinge on host-specific factors or on special antigens eliciting its expression. Whether the other J segments, especially J5 and Jl of the rabbit sequence, are functional is unknown. The reduced level of similarity suggests that 52 may recently have been subjected to strong selection forces. On the other hand, because of the abundant DNA identity obtaining between all three sequences, J5 may be the most ancestral.
The abundance of statistically significant block identities in marked alignmentboth relative to each other and with respect to the J and C domains-that occur in the flanking and intervening regions of the human, mouse, and rabbit sequences suggests a hierarchy of control sites (compare to fig. 5 ).
The pronounced block identity -130 bp 5' to J 1 in all three sequences (with other subsidiary aligned identities) may serve as a global V/J recombination control site mediating interactions for all J gene-segment expressions. There appear to be four groups of target sites in the inter-J regions that could relate to recombination, splicing, and transcription-termination operations. Perhaps there also exist V/J biases correlating specific V domains with J selection. The DNA features that demarcate the inter-J segments may then help mediate such discrimination objectives. The following hypothesis is proposed: the collection of significant oligonucleotide identities localized from 35 to 49 bp 5' to various J segments manifest sufficient variations in their composition to augment discrimination among the J's while maintaining the minimum signature needed for protein binding and implementation of the V/J recombination event. The two long conserved triply shared oligonucleotides 3' to C may serve regulatory transcription-termination or translation functions. Figures 1 through 4 schematically highlight those statistically significant block identities that are common to at least two of three species. A comparative analysis of the J5-C intron is given in the companion article (Karlin and Ghandour 1985) . All of these block identities present attractive sites that can be manipulated experimentally to test for function.
The importance of the conserved regions is further emphasized by studies of the chromatin structure of the Ig-tc genes. Specifically, Parslow and Granner (1982) and Chung et al. (1983) report DNase I-hypersensitive sites in the J5-C intron that closely correspond to the known and postulated enhancer elements (see Karlin and Ghandour [ 19851 and fig. 5 ). Also, V. Oi (personal communication) suggests the possibility of DNase I-hypersensitive regions 5' to J 1 and 3' to C in the neighborhood of the statistically significant shared oligonucleotides of these regions.
The causes for the divergence in the J gene segments of the rabbit sequence raise several questions. Why does the human sequence seem to show considerable similarity with both the rabbit and mouse sequences, whereas the rabbit and mouse sequences appear to be quite disparate? Identity is more pronounced between the human and mouse sequences with respect to coding domains but is strongest between the human and rabbit sequences with regard to flanking and intron regions. On this basis, it would appear that the human and mouse sequences share many protein functions, whereas in the human and rabbit sequences the accentuated similarity is in those regions more commonly related to regulatory function. With these issues in mind, we have compared the P-globin gene, together with its intervening and flanking regions, in man, the mouse, and the rabbit. In this case, we found (1) the strongest similarity between the human and rabbit sequences actually on both the coding and noncoding regions, (2) significant similarity between the human and mouse sequences, but (3) much-reduced similarity between the mouse and rabbit sequences. (This analysis will be published separately). Eventually, it may be possible to explain some of the similarities and differences in terms of evolutionary processes and the ecology and ethology of these species. Comparative anotomists currently do not regard the mouse and the rabbit as phylogenetically close. In fact, the mouse appears to be phylogenetically related to the insectivores, DNA Sequence Comparisons of the Kappa Gene 5 1 whereas the rabbit, or the lagomorph in general, seems phylogenetically to be more related to artiodactyls. If this is so, these two phylogenetic lines separated quite early in their evolutionary history. The observation that, in both the Ig and globin flanking region (for those globin genes also in the coding domains), the human and rabbit sequences have greater similarity to one another than either has to the mouse sequence, may indicate that the mouse lineage separated earlier from the human and rabbit branch. Of course, this remains unknown. The current lore posits that many species of mouse are certainly of late commensal with humans. The closer similarity of the environments of man and the mouse presumably entails a number of common pathogens that concomitantly induce similar immunological responses putatively reflected in the stronger relative similarity in the coding regions. On the other hand, there is some evidence that human and mouse DNA repair mechanisms differ, which would suggest that we may expect weaker similarity between the two species' flanking regions.
